
AirShirz® Angled Blades
For Poultry “Pistol Grip” Cutting Operations

New!

The Right Angle on Accuracy
The key to this new blade’s powerful 
functionality is its angled design and 
construction.  The 30-degree angle 
makes our standard scissor grip 
orientation more like a pistol grip, 
enabling flexibility in how AirShirz are 
used in your processing operations.    

No More “Venting”  
About Cutting
As just one example of how AirShirz 
angled blades are your best ally 
on poultry processing lines, they’re 
perfect for vent-opening procedures 
when cuts are made to birds hang-
ing on shackles.  The vent cuts are 
quick, clean and precise – each and 
every time.  

Bettcher introduces a new engineered blade for its industry- 
leading AirShirz® pneumatic scissors that makes quick and 
easy work of poultry processing applications requiring a  
pistol grip action. This new blade takes difficult, unwieldy 
and fatiguing procedures and turns them into a snap!

•  Makes quick work of  
challenging cutting  
applications like poultry 
vent opening procedures

•  Super-clean, super- 
accurate cutting

•  Long-life blade durability

You get better productivity through 
less hand stress, too, with a 90%  
reduction in hand force.

As with all other AirShirz blades, the 
angled blades are removable for easy 
sharpening.  What’s more, their rugged 
stainless steel construction provides 
long-life blade durability that’s second  
to none.
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Angled Blade for AirShirz® Pneumatic Scissors – Model 105049
Product Specifications

Using a 30 degree angled blade on  
AirShirz® pneumatic scissors allows 
for a “pistol grip” orientation, making 
cutting procedures easier for certain 
processing operations such as vent 
opening of birds on shackles.

Blade
•  30˚ angled blade

•  Fits AirShirz® and AirShirz® 
Magnum Pneumatic Scissors

•  Part Number:  105049

EdgeKing® Scissors Sharpener –  
for all your scissor sharpening needs

•  Sharpener Assembly 115 V  
(Part Number: 108284)

•  Sharpener Assembly 230V  
(Part Number: 108442)

Learn More!
Visit bettcher.com/airshirz30 or call 
800-321-8763 to talk with our yield 
specialists about the benefits this new 
blade delivers.
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